INTRODUCTION

Oracle Database Sharding enables globally distributed, linearly scalable, multi-model databases. It allows you to support applications that require low latency, high availability, and meet data sovereignty requirements. Oracle Sharding distributes your data across multiple databases either within the same data center or across multiple data centers in a way that provides locality for applications either on-premises or in the cloud. The pool of databases is presented to the application as a single logical database. Applications can elastically scale by adding more databases (shards) to the pool. It is built on shared-nothing architecture, in which data is horizontally partitioned across databases that share no hardware or software. Oracle Sharding does all this while rendering the strong consistency, full power of SQL and the Oracle Database ecosystem.

Oracle Database Sharding has been available since Oracle Database 12c Release 2. This white paper discusses new features of Oracle Sharding 19c. It is intended for Enterprise Architects, Database Architects, Database Administrators, Application Architects and those who are involved in the design and architecture of distributed database systems.

Figure 1 – Sharded Databases
MULTIPLE SHARDS IN A SINGLE MULTITENANT DATABASE

Sharding a pluggable database (PDB) provides fault isolation from single CDB failures. For example, by sharding a database using PDB across 100 CDBs, the failure or slowdown of a single CDB can affect at most 1% of the data within that PDB. This can also be used to honor data sovereignty.

A shard can be a PDB. This is referred to as PDB-shards. A single container database (CDB) can host multiple PDB-shards from different sharded database deployments. This enables consolidation of sharded databases.

Figure 2 – Sharded Pluggable Databases

In the above example in Figure 2, three logical databases (DB-A, DB-B and DB-C) have been sharded across nine PDB-shards and consolidated in three multitenant databases (CDB-1, CDB-2 and CDB-3).

MULTIPLE TABLE FAMILIES

Using multiple table families on the same sharded database improves system resource utilization and reduces operational cost. A single Oracle Sharding environment can now have multiple table families. A table family is a set of related (through referential integrity) tables sharing the same sharding key. A single sharded database can host tables from different table families which could potentially be used by different applications. However, joins executing joins across table families may take longer as compared to those executed within the same table family. Multiple table families are supported for system-managed sharding (by consistent hash) only.
An example of multiple table families is in Figure 3 below.

SCALABLE CROSS SHARD QUERY COORDINATORS

Horizontally scalable cross-shard query coordinators can improve performance and availability of read-intensive cross-shard queries. A Shard Catalog can be protected by one or more Active Data Guard standby databases. The primary and all the read-only standby Shard Catalogs can be used as cross shard query coordinator.

Figure 3 – Multiple Table Families

Figure 4 – Scalable cross shard query coordinators
MIDDLE TIER SHARDING

The application middle tier can also be sharded to provide affinity to database sharding. Affinitive grouping of middle tiers with database shards is at times referred to as swim lanes. In such deployments, the application’s front end routing tier can call a REST API (provided by a sharded database Middle Tier Routing Service), by-passing the sharding key, to retrieve the swim lane details. The swim lane details include the shard name to help route the request to the appropriate shard. This provides better fault isolation, cache locality, scalability and reduction in database connections used by the middle tier. For geographically distributed shards, it eliminates chatty midtier-to-database connections across datacenters.

![Diagram of Middle Tier Sharding with Middle Tier routing Services](image)

SUMMARY

Oracle Database Sharding enables globally distributed multimodel (relational and document) cloud-native (and on-premises) Database Management System (DBMS). Oracle Database 19c provides additional deployment and scalability options.
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